
Description:

The Allground is the ultimate home grinder and we’re crushing over this one for a 
few reasons. First off, you can easily and intuitively grind for different brew meth-
ods; espresso, Moka pot, and filter brews. Beyond that, the revolving nut makes 
it easy to dial in your desired grind texture so you can play around with different 
roasts. Its made with flat burrs for more consistent grinds that are Redspeed Tita-
nium coated with a life expectancy of about 6-8 years. To eliminate vibration and 
noise, the casing was thoughtfully engineered so you can have peace of mind that 
fresh grinds are acceptable at any hour. Additionally, it’s easy to clean. All in all, it’s 
a great-looking grinder, styled with a gorgeous touchscreen interface comprised of 
visual cues that are highly intuitive.

The AllGround really is the ideal home coffee grinder because you can adjust your 
grind settings to match your brew style. Effortlessly switch between espresso, Moka 
pot, and manual brews using the highly intuitive touchscreen interface. It’s the most 
beautiful coffee grinder out there and foolproof for any skill level. 

• A home grinder for Moka pot, espresso, 
and filter brews so your morning coffee just 
leveled up.

• Color-changing screen, based on grind 
type, with endless grinding combinations

•64mm burrs, Dark-T coated in titanium, 
aluminum, carbon, and nitrogen, ensures 
durability that exceeds standard burrs by 5 
times, as verified in laboratory tests.

• The casing was engineered to eliminate 
vibration and noise so this is a quiet grinder.

• Modern styling with a gorgeous touch-
screen interface. 

• The Allground+ Coffee Grinder in Arctic 
White features a touchscreen interface 
wrapped in walnut wood. This color option 
is an excellent choice when trying to achieve 
an elevated look for your kitchen or office 
space.

Key Features:
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Technical Specifications:

Grind Adjustment: Ring nut micrometric- continuous

Dose Adjustment: In seconds

Fork: Adjustable, with support

Power: 250 watt

Power Supply: 110-120v - 60Hz

Burr Type: Flat, Dark-T coated in titanium

Burr Diameter: Ø 64mm

Burr Revs: 1600/min (60 Hz)

Burrs Life: 1400kg

Hopper Capacity 5 lbs (250kg)

Net Weight: 20lbs (9kg)

Dimensions (wdh): 6.6 x 9.4 x 17.4in (169 x 240 x 442mm)

Warranty: 12 months from date of purchase.


